Gaura Lila notes 41
Chaitanya Bhagavata – Madhya Lila 24
The Lord Displays His Universal Form to Advaita
LCM chants Gopi! Gopi!

p Some days LCM would chant: Gopi! Gopi!

p Whenever he would hear of K he would burn with indignation
p “Where has you K come from?”

p “He is a rogue, why would anyone worship such a cunning, duplicitous, cheating
person?
p “First he conquers a lday, then cuts her nose & ears off (Suparnakha).

p “He took the life of Vali like a hunter.”
p

p Sometimes LCM chant: Gokula! Gokula
p Or: Vrindavan! Vrindavan!
p Or: Mathura! X2
p

p Other days draw on ground with nails

p Sometimes would say: O Bros, I see a great forest filled with lions, tigers and bears
p LCM avoided his own home and stayed in the houses of other Vaishnavas
p Sometimes would engage in external duties to SM
AA sees the Universal Form

p One day AA danced in the mood of a gopi

p While dancing in mood would lament and fall to ground
p After 6 hours still dancing

p Devs were very enthusiastic

p Devs sit in circle to pacify AA

p Then Sv and Ramai go to take bath

p AA’s lamentation increased, was alone & began to roll on ground
p LCM (who was at home) understands lamentation of AA
p LCM came to AA & takes AA by hand into temple

p LCM to AA: What do you desire? How can I serve you?

p AA: You are the essence of the Vedas. I just want you, what else do I need?
p LCM: I am here. What else do you want?

p AA: Whatever you said is completely true. You are the only subject matter of the
Vedas. Still I wish to see some of your opulences.
p LCM: Tell me exactly what you want.

p AA: I have a strong desire to see your form that was shown to Arjuna.
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The Lord Displays His Universal Form to Advaita
p As AA speak he sees a chariout surrounded by armies engaged in warfare on a
battlefield. Then he sees the UF: millions of universes, suns, moons, oceans,
mountains, rivers, forests, eyes, arms, faces…
p AA offers prayers

p Great fire emanates from mouth of UF (only AA could see)
p AA cries in love
p

p Meanwhile Nt is wandering through Navadvipa
p Nt understands LCM displayed UF

p Therefore comes quickly to Sv house.

p LCM understood Nt had arrived & opened door

p As Nt saw UF, eyes closed and fell to the ground to offer dandavats
p LCM: get up Nt, you are my life and soul
p You know everything about me

p I belong to one who loves you for no one is more dear to me than you.

p Anyone who distinguishes between you and AA does not understand my
incarnation.
p AA & Nt. begin to dance in ecstasy in temple
p LCM: Look (at the UF)! X2

p AA & Nt: Prabhu! Prabhu! (in awe at UF)

p After sometime LCM conceal UF and return home
p AA and Nt continue in ecstasy
p Roll on ground outside
p

p AA: you are an avadhuta, who invited you here?
p Why did you break the door and come in?
p Who says you are a sannyasi?

p You eat in anyone’s house w/o considering their caste
p How do you know you’ve maintained your caste?
p You are such a drunkard, why are you here?
p Leave now or you’ll be in trouble.
p

p Nt: O Nada, sit down. I will show you my prowess by punching you.
p You are an old brahmana; aren’t you afraid?
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p I am an intoxicated avadhuta

p You are a gross materialist living at home with your wife and children
p I have accepted the path of the paramahamsa
p Even if I beat you, you cannot say anything
p You display your pride w/o reason
p

p When AA heard he burned with anger
p

p AA: You eat fish & meat. What kind of a sannyasi are you?
p Who knows who your parents are or where you came from

p One thief has created this disturbance, but wait and I will eat, swallow and destroy
everything
p We call one who doesn’t care to eat a sannyasi, but this thief eats 3x a day & still
claims to be a swami.
p Sv has no caste

p He brought this avadhuta from somewhere and gave him shelter
p This avadhuta has ruined everyone’s caste
p We don’t know where he came from
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